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The sudden and tragic death of a young athlete is shocking, especially given his or her seeming peak
physical condition. As a result, such incidents garner extensive attention from the media and
policymakers, who look towards approaches such as mandating particular types of screenings in the hope
of reducing the risk for these incidents happening again. One example is the move to require
preparticipation cardiovascular screening (prescreening) – “the systematic practice of medically
evaluating large, general populations of athletes before participation in sports for the purpose of
identifying (or raising suspicion of) abnormalities that could provoke disease progression or sudden
death.”1 This document summarizes the American Heart Association’s (AHA) policy guidance on this
issue.
Sudden Cardiac Death in Athletes
Sudden cardiac death (SCD) represents a public health risk to competitive and non-competitive youth,
high school, college, recreational, and professional athletes in the United States.1 It is the leading nontraumatic cause of death among young athletes.2 The precise incidence of SCD among high school
athletes, for example, is unknown, but estimates range from 1 in 23,000 to 1 in 300,000.3 SCD of athletes
can be caused by a variety of cardiovascular diseases, but is most commonly associated with congenital or
acquired malformations. Intense athletic activity can trigger SCD or disease progression in these
susceptible individuals.
Screening Guidelines
Prescreening competitive athletes can improve detection of cardiac abnormalities and minimize the risks
associated with athletic participation. However, as prescreening policy is considered, it is critical to take
into account many factors, including the relative infrequency of the cardiovascular diseases associated
with SCD in young athletes, the burden that a policy may place on the health care system, and the need to
address disparities in access to care. Few young athletes have cardiovascular conditions that place them at
risk for SCD, which limits the benefit of an expensive screening program that includes the use of ECGs or
echocardiograms. Furthermore, there may not be enough qualified medical professionals currently
available to accurately interpret these tests as an important percentage of both false positive and false
negative findings are likely to occur in a mass screening program. Subjecting all athletes to required
ECGs or echocardiograms, therefore, places an undue burden on the health care system. Such screening
programs also may be inaccessible to children from low-income families unless there is accompanying
financial support. This is particularly important to recognize, as studies suggest certain racial groups may
be at greater risk of sudden death.4 As a result, prescreening programs that require the use of expensive
tests would need to find a way to overcome these critical access disparities.
Based on the factors above, the AHA has recommended that competitive athletic prescreening consist of a
targeted personal history, family history and physical examination.1 The recommendation outlines 12 key
prescreening elements – such as a history of elevated systemic blood pressure, knowledge of certain
cardiac conditions in family members, and the presence of a heart murmur – that are designed to identify,
or at least raise the suspicion of, cardiovascular diseases that place certain athletes at risk. Patients would
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receive ECGs, echocardiograms, and other follow-up tests only if the screening indicates the presence of
a problem.
Unfortunately, most physicians do not know or currently follow AHA’s screening guidelines. According
to a survey of pediatricians, family doctors, and high school athletic directors in Washington State, less
than 6% of doctors follow national sudden cardiac death screening guidelines when performing physicals
on high school athletes.5
AHA Recommendation
The AHA recommends the following with regards to preparticipation screening of young competitive
athletes:
•

•

•

•
•

1

Competitive athletic prescreening should consist of a targeted personal history, family history and
physical examination. This includes 12 key prescreening elements such as a history of elevated
systemic blood pressure, knowledge of certain cardiac conditions in family members, and the
presence of a heart murmur that are designed to identify, or at least raise the suspicion of,
cardiovascular diseases that place certain athletes at risk. Those athletes with positive findings
should be referred for further evaluation and testing. 1
At this time, the AHA does not recommend the use of tests such as a 12-lead ECG or
echocardiogram in mandatory preparticipation screening programs. Instead, these tests should be
used as follow-up if an initial screening raises suspicions about the presence of a cardiovascular
disease. 1
National standards and guidelines should be developed to ensure systematic, uniform, evidenceguided preparticipation cardiovascular screening of high school athletes. If local authorities
choose to develop a preparticipation cardiovascular screening strategy, the program should be
accessible to all children, regardless of financial means, have the support of adequate resources
and medical personnel, including pediatric cardiology specialists, and track its performance and
outcomes over time. In particular, monitoring should record the proportion of positive screens
and what follow-up was recommended and where possible, data regarding the follow-up of
positive screens, such as the false positive rate and need for additional diagnostic studies. 1, 6
Any expansion of screening programs should be made in response to new science. 6
Policies, programs, training, and continuing education that increase provider knowledge of
prescreening guidelines should be implemented.
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